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Introduction 

The purpose of this Operations Management Plan is to define roles, responsibilities and 
operational procedures in order for the Great British Aerotow Revival Event occurring 
in May 2022 to run safely and successfully. A Risk Management Plan is included. 

Procedures and roles will follow those for aerotowing in the UK as defined in the BHPA 
Technical Manual. Additional roles will be created in order to run the event and 
competition as required. 

Later versions of this manual may be issued as and when additional information 
becomes available. 

 

The template for this document was derived from the 2021 Paradise Airsports Nationals Risk 
Management Plan for an aerotow competition at Wilotre Park In Florida, USA. 

 

 

 

Sites 

Deenethorpe Airfield is a former Royal Air Force station located 2 miles (3.2 km) east 
of Corby, Northamptonshire, England. It will be the main site used during the event. 
It has one remaining tarmac runway at 1200m (3937ft) long. This airfield has not been 
used for aerotowing hang gliders before. 
 
Lyveden Gliding Field may be used as a backup location should the weather 
conditions require it. It has a single grass runway 1200 metres long – 255º/075º. The 
field is used to winch and aerotow launch sailplanes. It has not been used to aerotow 
hang gliders before. 
 

 
 

https://www.aerotowrevival.com/
https://www.bhpa.co.uk/documents/bhpa/index.php?doc=BHPA_Tech_Manual_21.pdf
https://www.bhpa.co.uk/documents/bhpa/index.php?doc=BHPA_Tech_Manual_21.pdf
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Deenethorpe Airfield 
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Lyveden Gliding Field 
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Aims, Cost Structure, Fees and Payment Methods 

 

Aims 

The Aerotow Revival Organisation is a not-for-profit operation. Our aim is to promote hang 
gliding and the advantages of aerotowing. We want to make it inclusive, not just a 
competition for XC hounds, but a friendly atmosphere that encourages individuals and 
clubs to continue to develop aerotowing. 
 
Like the Aerotow Clubs that are spread throughout the UK, we want to promote aerotowing 
and thank them for their support. We aim to make the investment of funds, time and 
energy worthwhile. 

 

Cost Structure 

The cost of the event is split into two main parts: 

1. Facilities - airfield rental, temporary hangarage for tugs, competition meal, 
supporting materials, and administration. 

2. Tug costs - transportation, towing and tug pilot subsistence 
 

The is to be funded via three methods: 
a) Grants, Sponsorship and Merchandise 
b) Entry Fees 
c) Tow Fees 

• a) and b) will fund the Facilities as indicated above. Anything left over in this 
pot, after a nominal time, will be split between the clubs in a fair manner. Any 
distribution of funds left over will reflect the commitment through resources 
supplied to support the event and the number of tows performed during the 
event.  

• c) the Tow Fees will fund the Tug costs as indicated above. The Tow Fees will 
be £17 per tow to 2000ft plus £7.50 for every 1000ft higher.  The first £15 (plus 
any addition £7.50s) from each tow will be given directly to the aerotow clubs 
that have provided the tug and tug pilot. The distribution of fees back to the 
clubs will be directly proportional to the number of tows the club and or their 
pilots complete during the event. 

 
A not-for-profit bank account has been set up for this event. On completion of the event, 
the finances will be open to scrutiny.  
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What will I have to pay 

Entry Fees 

1. Competition Pilot 
If you are in the competition then your entry fee has already been covered, this 
includes the practice days you attend. 

2. Recreational Pilot 
If you are a recreational pilot you must pay the entry fee to use the airfield, which is 
either £40 per day or £120 for 3 days or more. 

3. Recreational Pilots who Event Marshals/Volunteers 
The organisers may waive the Entry Fee for those who have offered their services 
in advance as marshals and other helpers 

Tow fees 

• Tow fees apply equally whether you are a Competition Pilot or a Recreational Pilot. 

• Recreational Pilots: Please note that if you are attending the event during the 
competition days and plan to fly recreationally you will only be able to launch 
outside the competition launch window.  

• Aerotow Syndicate Members: If you are already a member of an aerotow 
syndicate and you are not competing in the event but your club's tug is being used 
for the event you can obviously negotiate your local club fee to tow behind your 
particular tug. This is a benefit for being part of an aerotow club. However, if you are 
towed behind another club's machine the cost is the standard tow fee as explained 
above. 

 
 

How can I make payments? 

All fees to be paid in advance to the GBAR organisation. If you don’t use all your Tow fees 
you will get a refund.  
Payment options are:  

• cash (paid to a GBAR organiser or launch manager at the daily brief) 

• online bank transfer  

• or Pay Pal (additional £1 handling fee).  
Payment details are the same as you received if you registered via the Airtribune page. 
Recreational pilots who did not register via Airtribune should request bank details directly 
from an Event Organiser or Launch Manager.  
 

 

 

Waypoints Files 

Waypoint files for the competition can be found in the Downloads section found at the 
bottom of the Airtribune Details page. 

  

https://airtribune.com/aerotowrevival/info/details
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Roles and Responsibilities 

The GBAR is entirely run by volunteers. Fees for the event are used to cover venue and 

facilities hire along with any required ancillary purchases. Clubs supporting the event will 

receive a share of the tow fees as agreed by the organisers. These tow fees are aimed at 

reimbursing their transportation and aerotow operations costs. 

 

Allocated Roles 
 

Event Organisers – Steven Blackler, Tony Smith 

Meet Director – Jamie Sheldon 

Event Tug Director – Russell Marshall 

Safety Director – Bob Dunthorn 

Launch Marshal – Richard King-Davies 

Launch Manager – Irene Carson 

 

Scorekeeper – Jeremy Soper 

Weather Forecasting – Richard Hunt 

Notam Manager - Nigel Bray 

Retrieve Coordinator – to be decided on a daily basis 

 

Safety Committee – TBD by competitors 

Task Committee – TBD by competitors 

Protest Committee – TBD by competitors 

 

Additional Marshals and Ground Crew  
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Event Organisers 

Responsible for ensuring that the competition is safe and successful, and meets all requirements 

set forth in the BHPA Technical Manual and the FAI Sporting Code Sections 7 and 7A for hang 

gliding, as well as any local rules. They are responsible for all organisational matters before, 

during, and after the event including but not limited to the following: 

1. Inform BHPA and meet their insurance requirements. 
2. Complete the Site Risk Assessment Worksheet. 

3. Complete CIVL Category 2 Sanction application. 
4. Communicate the Risk Management Plan to all participants prior to the event. 
5. Provide information about emergency facilities nearest to launch. The information can be 

included in the registration package or posted at the event. When the information is posted, 

attendees must be notified of where to find the emergency information at the pilot briefings. 

6. Develop and communicate the Emergency Response Plan to all participants. 

a. Ensure Incident Information Collection Form and Incident Information Witness 

Forms completed as soon as possible. 

b. Submit accident reports to BHPA within the required timeframe using the online incident 

report page: Submit Incident Report. 

7. Communicate to responsible parties of increased air traffic during the event. 

8. Validate pilot BHPA membership, FAI Sporting Licence and that pilot proficiency ratings 

meet the minimum requirements for the event. 

9. Check foreign pilot proficiency ratings on-site using the International Pilot Proficiency 

Identification (IPPI) card. 

a. Ensure they have the required 3rd Party Insurance 

b. Ensure they have sufficient aerotowing skills 

10. Provide maps of the airfield delineating parking, camping, rigging/de-rigging, tug area, 

queueing, launch and landing areas. 

11. Ensure that a NOTAM is issued for every day of the competition, including practice days if 

applicable. 

12. Provide maps of the task area controlled airspace. 

13. Organise competition staffing team. 
14. Make sure that all competitors, staff, volunteers* and persons involved with the running of 

the event have BHPA membership or relevant 3rd party insurance. *Note: Volunteers not 

directly involved with launching gliders do not require such insurance. 

15. Ensure all participants and people with roles detailed in this document attend a site briefing 

prior to the start of the competition event.  If a marshal or ground crew member is not present 

for the site briefing, they must be briefed by the Launch Manager or Launch Marshal. 

16. Provide a first aid kit and fire extinguisher at launch. 
17. Provide adequate toilet facilities. 

18. Provide the required number of trophies and recognition. 
19. Arrange enough tug aircraft and pilots to handle the stated pilot numbers. 

20. Submit all official meet results within 7 days to CIVL. 

21. Provide awards as appropriate for the event. 

22. Convene with the Meet/Safety Director each day to evaluate whether the conditions (i.e. 
wind speed, direction, gust factor) for the upcoming day will support safe towing operations. 

  

https://contact.bhpa.co.uk/
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Meet Director 

Works in concert with the Event Organisers to ensure the competition is safe, successful and meets 

all BHPA requirements, the FAI Sporting Code Sections 7 and 7A, and the local rules. 

 

He or she is responsible for the overall safe conduct of the competition including but not limited to 

the following: 
 

1. Work closely with Event Organisers prior to the competition to ensure all organisational 
aspects are being adequately addressed. 

1. Conduct the initial mandatory pilot briefing referring to the Risk Management Plan and the 

local rules as necessary. Parts of this briefing may be delegated. 

2. Conduct daily pilot briefings covering safety first, daily winners, weather conditions and tasks 

for the day.   

3. Continually assess conditions for newly created hazards that could possibly impact the safety 

of the pilots, staff, spectators, public and property. 

4. Immediately implement actions to mitigate those hazards and communicate to all personnel 

as soon as practical. 

5. Closely monitor weather reports and changing conditions. When adverse conditions arise 

consult with the Safety Director to possibly suspend towing operations and/or stop/cancel the 

task. The Meet Director has the final authority for stopping or cancelling a task. 

6. Maintain a list of pilot radio frequencies and driver mobile numbers to aid in notifying all pilots 

of a stopped or cancelled task. 

7. If a task is stopped or cancelled, broadcast it on any pilot radio frequencies and notify their 

drivers via mobile phone. 

8. Provide oversight regarding safe effective towing operations and provide feedback as 

needed. 

9. Provide oversight to the Task Committee and Weather Forecaster with an emphasis on 

safety and provide feedback as needed. 

10. Provide oversight of and direct marshals and pilots as necessary to ensure safe effective 
towing operations. 

11. Verify that the competition compiles with UK, local and regulations as applicable. 

12. Verify that all pilots have been accounted for at the end of each day. 

a. At ~7:00pm, contact drivers for any pilots not accounted for to ensure they are safe. 

b. Take actions up to and including implementing the Emergency Response Plan should 

pilots not be accounted for or that need additional aid. 

13. Consult with Event Organisers to interpret unclear rules. 
14. Document, evaluate and make a final decision on verbal complaints. Written protests will be 

evaluated and resolved by the Protest Committee. 

15. Notify pilots of any complaints or protests made and their status. 

16. Debrief at the end of each day to identify improvements and implement actions to ensure 

safe towing operations. 

17. Convene with the Event Organisers, Weather Forecaster and the Safety Director each day 

to evaluate whether the conditions (i.e. wind speed, direction, gust factor) for the upcoming 

day will support safe towing operations. 

18. Act as the final authority for penalties regarding rules violations and unsafe behaviours up to 

and including disqualification. 
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Safety Director 

Primarily responsible for ensuring pilots, staff and spectators are managing any risks that may 
compromise their safety and are conducting themselves in a safe manner during the event. 

1. Develop the Risk Management Plan. 
2. Meet with the Task/Safety Committees to verify that the task for the day can be 

accommodated within conditions that are acceptable for aerotow operations. 

3. Hold a Safety Briefing included in the first Pilot Briefing, highlighting relevant references 
from the Event Risk Assessment and the BHPA Technical Manual.  

4. Determine the rigging, launch queue and launch placement prior to the safety briefing and 

communicate this to the pilots and Launch Manager. 

5. Provide safety input at each pilot briefing, identifying any adverse conditions or behaviours 

and the mitigating actions that personnel need to be aware of. 

6. Brief the Launch Manager and Marshals prior to the start of each day to review expectations 

regarding towing operations and pre-launch checks. 

7. Provide oversight for the implementation of the Emergency Response Plan for any 

significant safety event. 

a. Ensure Incident GBAR Incident Information Collection Form and GBAR Witness 

Information Form are completed 

b. Use the information collected to submit Incident reports to BHPA using the online 

BHPA Incident Report page.   

8. Ensure tug pilots are at the Initial Briefing and subsequent daily briefings. If not available, 

cover critical information with them prior to the start of towing operations. 

9. Conduct a daily briefing with the tug pilots to discuss safety issues, tug readiness including 

pre-flight checks, the day’s task and any comments or concerns that need to be addressed. 

10. Authorise the start of towing operations at the beginning of each task by meeting with the 

Safety Committee just prior to the launch open time to validate that the tasks and conditions 

are safe to start towing operations. 

11. In the event of a significant safety incident, implement the Emergency Response Plan and 

coordinate first responders to the scene. 

12. Continually assess weather conditions, air traffic, towing operations, equipment and pilot 
readiness to identify unsafe conditions and take actions to mitigate including suspending 
tow operations. 

13. Consult with the Meet Director when unsafe conditions arise and provide input on stopping 

or cancelling the task. 

14. Aim to identify and prohibit the use of any item that may create a safety hazard. 

15. Consult with Event Organisers and Meet Director to interpret unclear rules regarding safety. 

16. Convene the Event Organisers and the Meet Director each day to evaluate whether the 

conditions (i.e. wind speed and direction) for the upcoming day are acceptable for 

aerotowing within the limits set for the event. 

17. Set up a system so anybody at the event can highlight safety issues they have concerns 

over. 

a. Take actions to address those concerns 

b. Keep a record of any concerns and how they were addressed 

Aerotow Coach (nominated BHPA aerotow Coach for the day) 

The BHPA requires that a BHPA Aerotow Coach is responsible for towing operations on a given day. 
For GBAR this role will be fulfilled by the Safety Director or their nominee.  

https://contact.bhpa.co.uk/
https://contact.bhpa.co.uk/
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Launch Marshal 

Responsible for ensuring that the hang-glider launches are conducted in accordance with the 
BHPA Technical Manual, including but not limited to the following: 
 

1. Follow guidance in the BHPA Technical Manual to ensure safe aerotow launching. 

2. Perform checks on all trolleys prior to the start of each day and record on Daily Trolley 

Check Log. Trolley Log sheets should be given to Launch Manager as soon as possible. 

3. Replace all pilot end weak links before the start of towing each day. 

4. Ensure checks are carried out, both Hang Glider Aerotow Comprehensive and Critical 

Checks to be completed before launching.   

5. Continually assess conditions, equipment and pilot readiness from a safety perspective and 
recommend to the Safety Director to suspend tow operations if safety concerns arise. 

6. Continually assess launch trolleys and tow lines to ensure they are in a safe condition. 

7. Replace line weak links, tow rings and the line bridle as necessary. 

8. Provide and support single clear unambiguous communication signals and commands 

between the launching HG and Tug pilot. 

9. In the event of an emergency, suspend towing operations and perform actions as directed 

by the Meet Director (e.g. ensure clear path for Emergency vehicles to the scene). 

Tug Director 

The Tug Director will represent the Tug Pilots on the Safety Committee.  They will coordinate 
and liaise with all the Tug Pilots to ensure that a safe launch and recovery system is 
maintained during the event.   

1. Develop, with the input and agreement of the other tug pilots a safe set of procedures 
for departure and arrivals that can then be standardised for the event. 

2. Enforce the standard procedures once established. 
3. Highlight any practices that could cause a hazard to the tug aircraft. 

4. Ensure clubs are completing the necessary daily checks on their tugs and that the 
Daily Tug Log Sheets are handed in to the Launch Manager. 

Tug Pilots 

Solely responsible for their own safety and conducting themselves in a safe manner always, 
including but not limited to the following: 

1. Must be a current BHPA member, hold a BHPA Tug Pilot Rating and a valid CAA issued 
pilots licence. 

2. Register for the event and indicate you have been given access to and read the required 
safety documents. 

3. Attend all briefings and stay informed of schedule changes. 
4. Notify the Safety/Meet Director of any accident or emergency as soon as possible. 

5. Tug Pilots are responsible for proper rigging and pre-flight checking of the tug they will be 
flying.   

6. Tug Pilots are responsible for checking tow lines, tug end weak links and release 
mechanisms before the start of towing each day 

7. Daily pre-flight inspections must be recorded on the Daily Tug and Tow Line Check Log 
and passed to the Tug Director as soon as possible. 

8. Control your tug on the ground and ensure it is operated in a safe manner away from others. 
9. Ensure that the line release mechanism on your tug is working. 
10. Ensure that your tug has adequate fuel before undertaking an aerotow. 
11. Clearly and loudly give the “Clear Prop” signal before starting the tug’s engine. 

https://www.bhpa.co.uk/documents/bhpa/index.php?doc=BHPA_Tech_Manual_21.pdf
https://www.bhpa.co.uk/documents/bhpa/index.php?doc=BHPA_Tech_Manual_21.pdf
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12. Fly within the safety limits of your tug and your own safety limits. You can choose: 
a. Not to fly. 
b. To release the tow at the tug end if you or the HG pilot is in danger. 
c. To not be influenced by what others do, if you think it unsafe then stop aerotowing 

even if other tugs are continuing to tow. In addition to the safety of all pilots you have 
a responsibility to safeguard your club’s tug aircraft. Keep your safety margins high. 

13. Notify the Tug Director or Meet Director if you consider aerotowing conditions are becoming 
unsafe on the current runway. 

14. Land in designated areas only during aerotow operations unless, for reasons of safety, you 
are unable to do so. 

15. Only drop the line on the airfield in the designated line dropping area unless, for reasons of 
safety, you are unable to do so. 

16. Follow the designated circuit pattern and radio calls (if radio equipped). 
17. Understand and comply with the requirements of the BHPA and all applicable laws, 

landowner and site restrictions. 
18. Provide feedback to the meet officials on areas of concern and improvement opportunities. 
19. Both the Meet Director and the Tug Direcor have the power to exclude from the event tug 

pilots who demonstrate a lack of the necessary skills for safe aerotowing within the GBAR 

environment. 

 

Launch Manager 

Responsible for management of the launch queue and oversight of competitors prior to their 
entry to the runway, for allocating and supporting marshals and other volunteers to various roles 
and for supporting the Safety Director by ensuring all necessary pre-flight safety checks have 
been completed (excluding checks to be carried out immediately before flights).  Including but 
not limited to the following: 

1. Ensure all marshals and volunteers are at the initial safety briefing and subsequent daily 
briefings.   

2. Manage the staffing of the rotas for the various Marshal roles. 
3. Assign Marshals to ensure the launch areas and runways are clear 15 minutes before the 

launch opens. 

4. Set up the rigging, queueing lines, launch area and wind indicators based on the guidance 

from the Safety Director. 

5. Assign a volunteer to complete the Towing Log for each flight and provide support and 
rotation as required.  

6. Collect Daily Trolley Check Logs to confirm all daily inspections have been carried out by 

Tug Pilots and Launch Marshal prior to the start of towing each day.  Record this on the 

Launch Manager Overview Checklist. 

7. Confirm with Tug Director that he has received all Daily Tug and Towling Check Logs 

8. Communicate to Marshals procedures for purchase of tows at the start of towing operations 

each day.   

9. Confirm Marshals involved in assisting with Hang Glider Aerotow Comprehensive and 

Critical and Checks have been briefed by the Launch Marshal.   

10. Advise Marshals of what is required after completion of Comprehensive Checks to inform 

Launch Manager of pilot name, readiness and tow balance status. 

11. Assist Launch Marshal with oversight of Marshals and give feedback as necessary to ensure 
effective towing operations and to monitor for any increased risks. 

12. Verify new tow line weak links, tow rings and line bridle sections are available at the launch 

area prior to the start of towing operations each day. 
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13. Continually assess and support the system in place at the launch area. Monitor pilot 

readiness and work in unison with the Launch Marshal and Safety Director. 

14. In the event of an emergency, suspend towing operations and perform actions as directed 

by the Meet Director (e.g. ensure clear path for Emergency vehicles to the scene). 

15. Conduct a debrief with Launch Marshal and Marshals at the end of towing operations each 

day to identify improvements and actions needed to improve safety and provide feedback 

to the Meet and Safety Directors as needed. 

 

Marshals, Ground Crew, Other Roles (most need to be BHPA Members) 

In addition to the Launch Marshal there are other roles that will need to be performed by an army 
of volunteers. Roles which do not have any direct involvement with towing operations will not 
require BHPA membership e.g. Tow Log Recorder. First Aider and other admin type roles.  If in 
doubt check with the organisers.  
Roles include but are not limited to: 
 

1. Pre-launch assistant to help pilot be ready in the launch queue and help complete their 
checklists (BHPA member approved/managed by the Launch Marshal) 

2. Secondary Signaller, Front signal bat (BHPA member) 
3. Trolley retriever (BHPA member) 
4. Wing runner for rigid wings (BHPA member) 
5. HG trolley mounting assistant (BHPA member) 
6. Tow Log Recorder  
7. First Aider (Holding current First Aid Qualification) 

 
If more than one trolley is available Hang Glider Aerotow Checklist assistants should help the HG 
pilots mount their glider correctly on a trolley in the launch queue and perform the Hang Glider 
Aerotow Comprehensive Checklist, to catch any issues.  At the correct time the trolley can then 
be rolled into the launch position. Once in the launch position the Hang Glider Aerotow Critical 
Checklist must then be completed before the launch is commenced. 
 
One person could perform more than one role. The roles will need to be shared to ensure for 
example that one person is not doing the same thing all day. Coordination of these roles will be 
done by the Launch Manager. 
 
Persons performing these roles must be fully briefed each day as to what is required of them. Most 
roles will require BHPA membership or insurance cover, as indicated above. During the launch 
process they will be under the direction of the Launch Marshal.   
 
For permission to use a non-member as ground crew or marshal, a request needs to be made to 
one of the organisers in advance.  Do not apply directly to BHPA for a temporary membership as a 
rate has been agreed for the event.   
 
The Launch Marshal should make use of BHPA member volunteers for ground crew duties first to 
ensure the event is covered by BHPA 3rd Party insurance.  
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Competition Roles 

These are the roles required to run the competition aspect of the GBAR.  

 

Scorekeeper 

Responsible for scoring each day in an accurate and timely manner. 
 

1. Provide feedback at the safety briefing each day regarding timeliness of track log submittal. 
2. Results will be communicated effectively as soon as practicable 

 

 

Weather Forecaster 

Responsible for assessing weather conditions and providing input including, but not limited 
to the following: 

 
1. Brief the Task Committee on the likely weather conditions and any potential hazards for the 

day. The weather forecaster will be a member of the Task Committee. They will discuss at 
each Committee meeting any anticipated, potentially hazardous, conditions for that day. 
The Task Committee will take these conditions into consideration in the setting of each task. 

2. Provide a daily briefing to all participants of the weather conditions and any potential 
hazards for the day. The Weather Forecaster and Task Committee cannot predict every 
circumstance that a pilot may encounter during the task. It is ultimately the pilot's 
responsibility to observe conditions and fly in a safe manner, or to land if necessary. 

3. Provide frequent weather updates as requested by the Meet Director, Safety Director and 
Safety Committee when conditions are suspect or evolving.   
 

 

Notam Manager 

The Notam Manager will ensure that NOTAMS are issued to warn other air uses of the activities at 

GBAR. An initial NOTAM will be issued in advance of the event.  Daily updates will be issued for 

every day of the competition, including practice days if applicable with task routing information 

forwarded to NATS (via BGA) to improve situational awareness for GA traffic if time permits.  The 

general NOTAM for the event can be found here. 

 

  

https://www.aerotowrevival.com/NOTAM/
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Safety Committee 

A Safety Committee will be appointed. It will include elected competitors, the Meet Director, 
Safety Director and Tug Director. The Safety Committee will continually assess weather 
conditions, evaluating the task selections in relation to risk.   
The role of competitors serving on the Safety Committee includes, but is not limited to the following: 

 
1. Act as a check and balance to the Meet and Safety Directors relative to safety. 
2. Provide input to the Task Committee regarding task safety concerns. The Safety Committee 

will assess each task for safety aspects including weather, airspace and potential hazards 
after the task is first determined by the Task Committee. The task can be disapproved at 
that point and would have to go back to the task committee for revision. 

3. Provide input to the Safety Director regarding the tasks and weather conditions for the day. 
The Safety Committee will determine maximum wind speeds (or speeds depending on 
direction) for the competition in conjunction with the Safety Director. 

4. Meet with the Safety Director just before the launch window opens for a final assessment 

on weather conditions and task safety. 

 

 

Task Committee 

Elected by the competitors to set tasks during the competition.  Responsibilities include, but are 
not limited to the following: 

 
1. Setup each day’s tasks by evaluating weather conditions, controlled airspace issues and 

topographic features to select routes that minimise safety risks. 
2. In planning each day's task, the Task Committee will take pilot safety into consideration in 

planning every task, and tasks will be reviewed by the Safety Committee as described 

above. 

3. Provide a daily task briefing to all participants regarding each task by discussing the routes 

and pointing out any potential hazards along the course line. 

4. Establish backup tasks when conditions warrant to minimise safety risks. 

5. Communicate with the Meet and Safety Directors and re-brief all pilots when conditions 

warrant a task change. 

 

 

Protest Committee 

Elected by the competitors to be responsible for reviewing and resolving formal written protests 
made during the event including but not limited to the following: 

 
1. For verbal complaints, evaluate and provide input to the Meet Director. 
2. For written protests, review the document to ensure it clearly states the reason, evidence 

supporting the protester’s position and the desired outcome. Reject any that don’t meet 
these criteria. 

3. Evaluate the merits of the written protest within 24 hours and provide the Meet Director with 
the committee’s final ruling. 
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Hang Glider Pilots 

Solely responsible for their own safety and conducting themselves in a safe manner, 
including but not limited to the following: 
 

Requirements/recommendations 

1. Must be a current BHPA member. Foreign pilots must be able to show proof of 

adequate 3rd party insurance. 

2. Must have a BHPA aerotowing environment rating or foreign equivalent (IPPI card). 

3. Must have aerotowed with the glider that he/she is flying or similar at least ten times. 

Practice tows will be available on site during the days leading up to the event. 

4. Must fully understand and comply with the hand signals given by a tug pilot. 

5. A well-fitting helmet that meets the requirements of the BHPA Technical Manual must 

be worn whenever connected to a hang glider. 

6. Pilots must use appropriate aerotow releases that conform to the requirements of the 

BHPA Technical Manual. 

7. Pilots using a barrel type release are encouraged to have releases on both sides of 

their harness bridle to ensure they have the maximum chance of releasing the tow line. 

8. Pilots are encouraged to fly with a bridle knife that can be used to cut themselves from 

the tow line if necessary, in an emergency. 

9. It is recommended that wheels or skids are fitted to all gliders. 

10. Control your glider always whether at the rigging area or in the launch queue. The glider 

should be tied down when not in attendance using a line and stake provided by the 

pilot. Stakes should be clearly labelled and before departing or moving your glider they 

should be removed from the ground. 

11. Pilots must read, understand, and follow the Local Rules. 

 

Registration and expectations 

1. Register for the event and show proof of appropriate BHPA Membership 

2. Confirm you have been given access to and read the required safety documents. 

3. If you have a retrieve driver, provide their mobile phone number to the meet director. 

4. Pilots under the age of 18 must have a parent (or guardian) written consent to participate in 

the competition. 

5. Attend all pilot briefings and stay informed of schedule changes, task changes, rule 

amendments and protest outcomes. 

6. Follow procedures for purchase of tows. 

7. Pilots are required to follow instructions given to them by meet officials expeditiously or risk 

penalty. Pilots will be instructed where to set up their gliders in the rigging lines, where to 

enter the launch queues and how to be prepared to launch safely. Pilots need to follow 

these instructions carefully. 

8. Stage all equipment at the assigned queuing area 30 minutes before the launch window 

opens. 

 

  

https://www.aerotowrevival.com/Rules/
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Competition Requirements for scoring and end of day check in 

1. Follow all procedures for use of the Airtribune Tracker i.e. 

a. Ensure you collect your tracker before the start of each task 

b. Fly with it. 

c. Complete the necessary procedure to STOP your tracker when you have landed  

(DO NOT TURN IT OFF unless instructed to do so) 

d. Ensure it is returned to the designated place and signed for on the Tracker 

Checklist at the end task.  You are responsible for the tracker until it is signed in! 

e. Once landed safely, report in on the relevant Telegram Group 

2. Fly with a backup GPS that records an IGC file (incase of Tracker problems). 

3. Pilots are responsible for uploading their flights to the scorekeeper if needed. 

 

 

Launch Queue 

1. The Launch Order for the day will be shared at the Morning Briefing. 

2. Pilots who have important duties related to the event may be given priority in launch 

queues. e.g. if a HG pilot is in one of the competition committees (safety/task) or 

undertakes piloting a tug. 

3. Pilots who are allocated an Early-Bird launch position but do not launch during the 

early-bird window will go to the back of the launch order for that task. 

4. The pilots at the head of the launch queue must be ready to launch with all checks 

complete five minutes before the launch window opens. Ready is defined as: Pilot is 

completely suited up with helmet on, hooked in with vario, GPS and other instruments 

turned “on.” 

Note: Details of how the Launch Order and Earlybirds will be organised, as well as the 

Push Rule and Relaunches are included in this document here. 

 

 

Pre-flight checks and procedures 

1. Perform a pre-flight of his/her own glider, harness and equipment prior to launch. All 

gliders and associated equipment shall be of sufficient performance and standard of 

airworthiness and shall be flown within the airworthiness limits established by the 

manufacturer. Pilots are responsible for proper rigging and pre-flight checking of all 

equipment. 

2. Check trolley set up 

3. Perform both the comprehensive and critical checks listed in the Hang Glider Aerotow 

Checklists with a Marshal prior to launch.  The Comprehensive Checks must be 

completed slowly, removed from any pressures of an actual launch cycle.  Perform 

each check in the order they are listed and start from the beginning again if the launch 

process is interrupted for any reason. 
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Flying, landing and follow up 

1. Pilots must release when waved off by the tug pilot. 

2. Fly within your own abilities. Choose not to fly, to release from tow or to terminate the 

flight any time conditions are unsafe. 

3. Follow generally accepted right of way and thermal etiquette rules including identified 

turn direction within the start circle. 

4. Notify the Safety/Meet Director of any accident or emergency as soon as possible. 

5. Pass a message to the Meet Director if there are any unsafe conditions on course. 

6. Understand and comply with the requirements of the BHPA and all applicable laws, 

landowner and site restrictions. Cloud flying is strictly prohibited and will be penalised 

up to and including disqualification. 

7. Behave in accordance with the BHPA rules for Individual Flying Members. 

8. It is the responsibility of every pilot to fly in such a way that personal safety and the 

safety of others is always maintained. Directors may penalise competitors who fail to 

observe this rule or exclude them from the results. 

9. Land in designated areas only during aerotow operations, unless there is a premature 

release or other safety consideration. 

10. Provide feedback to the meet officials on areas of concern and improvement 

opportunities. 

 

 

Penalties 

1. Wilful violation of any of the above shall be subject to penalties up to and including 

disqualification. 

2. Both the Meet Director and the Safety Director have the power to exclude from the 

competition, pilots who demonstrate a lack of the necessary skills for safe launching, 

flight or landing, or who lack the fitness to fly safely due to injury, drugs or medication 

that might affect the pilot's performance in the air. 

 

 

Protests 

1. Details of how to make a protest are detailed in CIVL Sporting Code, Section 7 and 

7A.  

  

https://www.bhpa.co.uk/documents/members/index.php?doc=BHPA_Rules.pdf
https://www.aerotowrevival.com/Rules/
https://www.aerotowrevival.com/Rules/
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Launch Order, Push Rule, Relaunches 

Launch order and Earlybird 
Launch order will be split into stages based around classes.  If there is an earlybird launch 
window it will start first, then 3 x launch windows for each of the classes and then relights.  The 
aim of this is to allow pilots to fly with others in their class. 
 
The launch order for pilots in each class on day 1 will be decided by a lottery. 
After the first day the launch order for pilots in each class will be determined by their position in 
the competition with the top 5 places in each class reversed.  For example in the second and 
subsequent tasks a Class 1 pilot that is 5th place overall will be the first pilot to launch in the 
Class 1 launch window, whereas the pilot in second place overall will launch 4th in their class. If 
a pilot takes an earlybird launch then their place is skipped and next in line follows. 
 
Launch order will rotate on a daily basis and are as follows: 
Task 1: Earlybirds, Class 1, followed by Class 5 and then Sport class, open relights 
Task 2: Earlybirds, Class 5, followed by Sport class and then Class 1, open relights 
Task 3: Earlybirds, Sport class, followed by Class 1 and then Class 5, open relights 
Task 4 as task 1 etc… 
 
Releases below 500’ allow another go early in the launch queue at the Launch Manager’s 
discretion. 

 
Pilots must apply for an earlybird launch slot to the Launch Manager 15 minutes before the 
scheduled Meet director’s daily briefing.   Each day the meet director will announce at the briefing 
if there is an earlybird window, how long it is and the number of launch positions available.  A 
lottery will determine if pilots are given an earlybird and the launch order from those that 
apply.  Earlybird relights or earlybirds that have failed to launch within the earlybird slot by their 
own decision will join the back of the open relights queue.   
 
The Competition Director has the final say on any pilot’s launch position and may delegate that 
authority to the Launch Manager. 

Push Rule 

There is a presumed ‘push’ the moment launch starts, which means that once the launch window 
is open, pilots in the launch queue must continue without delay or get out of line.  If someone 
doesn’t want to launch and no pilots directly behind want to launch either then the Launch 
Manager will ask if anyone does want to launch? If they do, then they are brought to the 
front.   Pilots who said they didn’t want to launch cannot then change their mind if someone 
behind them wishes to launch, they have to hold their position.  However, if it is just one or two 
people at the front that do not want to launch, but conditions are considered to be launchable, 
they will be given the option of launching within a limited time or moving to the back of the launch 
queue for their class. will have to move out of the line and go to the back - just like with any 
push.  This procedure is completely at the Competition Director’s or the Launch Manager’s 
discretion depending on the launch conditions. 

Relaunches 

If pilots land within the airfield boundary or a nominated field next to the airfield they may relaunch 
if able to before the launch window closes. 
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Risk Management Plan 

For the purposes of clarity, Risks have been grouped into three areas: 

1. Site Risks – associated with the venue and its surroundings. 
2. Towing Operation Risks – that can arise during the aerotowing of hang-gliders by 

microlight tug aircraft. 
3. Task Flying Risk – are those that occur once a hang-glider releases from aerotow 

during a competition. 
 
A detailed list of anticipated risks has been produced  
 
This Risk Management Plan describes how those risks will be mitigated at GBAR. 
 
 

Previous Aerotowing Incident Analysis 

There have been just under 30 Incidents reported to the BHPA concerning aerotowing 
of qualified pilots in the UK over the last 20 years. 
 

These incidents have been assessed and they can be split roughly 50/50 into those that 
happened during the tow and those that happened once off the tow line. 
 
Off the tow line: 

The theme is one of mistakes on landing. A feature that is ever present in hang 
gliding but one that can be minimised by practise, especially in an aerotow 
environment.  The added stress of the aerotow for pilots who are not current can 
lead to poor skill execution and poor judgement calls on landing approaches.   
 
To reduce such landing issues pilots are encouraged to attend practice days prior 
to the event proper to get themselves back in the groove and refine their 
aerotowing skills. 

 
During the tow: 

Incidents include failures to leave the trolley safely and failures of secondary 
releases. 
 
Pre-launch checks have been refined to minimise issues whilst in the trolley. 
Pilots should take special care to ensure that nothing can catch on the trolley and 
that their glider sits squarely in the support saddles so it can exit without incident. 
 
Pilots using a barrel type release are encouraged to have releases on both sides 
of their harness bridle to ensure they have the maximum chance of releasing the 
tow line. 
 
Additionally all pilots are encouraged to fly with a bridle knife that can be used to 
cut themselves from the tow line in an emergency. 

  

https://airtribune.fra1.digitaloceanspaces.com/media/contest/files/2022/04/BfDYaAVdO6Uu.pdf
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Site Risks 

A full site assessment has been carried out by pilots qualified to fly both tug aircraft and 
hang gliders. 
 

1. Launch and landing areas will be marked on maps displayed at daily pilot briefing. 
2. Hazardous areas will be marked on maps displayed at daily pilot briefing. 
3. Launch sites will be chosen to allow for safe landing options for both tug aircraft and 

hang-gliders should a launch be aborted early. 
4. Marshals will ensure launch and landing areas are clear of hazards. 
5. Fuel for tug aircraft will be stored in a safe location in metal 20 litre containers. 
6. Refuelling of tug aircraft will be undertaken away from people, buildings and other 

aircraft. 
7. Safe circuit patterns will be defined for both tug aircraft and hang-gliders. Routes will 

be chosen to: 
a. avoid conflicts with other air users 
b. avoid low overflying of sensitive areas 
c. provide safe landing options within reach 

8. A designated tow line dropping area will be clearly marked with a yellow cross as 
required by the ANO. 

 
 

Towing Operation Risks 

By adhering to the aerotowing procedures as described the BHPA Technical Manual risks 

associated with Aerotowing operations will be mitigated. 

 

Listed here is a summary of the main areas covered: 
 

1. Marshals will be appointed to ensure BHPA practices are followed. 
2. Weak links shall be used on the tug and pilot ends of the tow line. 
3. Prior to the start of each day.   

a. Pre-flight check 
○ Hang gliders 

○ Tugs 

○ Launch trolleys 

○ Tow lines 

b. Remove pilot end weak links 

4. Before each tow a predefined set of checks will be undertaken with the HG pilot by 

a Launch Marshal. 

5. Towing will take place at a location where either a tug or a hang-glider forced to 

abort a flight at a low level has somewhere safe to land. 

6. There will be separate designated non-emergency landing areas for tug aircraft 

and hang-gliders. 

7. Windsocks will be placed in the landing areas to assist pilots in assessing the wind 

conditions. 

8. HG pilots are encourage to fly with a bridle knife that can be used to cut themselves 

https://www.bhpa.co.uk/documents/bhpa/index.php?doc=BHPA_Tech_Manual_20.pdf
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from the tow line in an emergency 

9. Powered aircraft and hang-gliders will have separate circuit patterns defined. 

10. The SAFETYCOM (135.480) radio frequency will be monitored and aircraft 

reporting on it will be advised of all activity at GBAR. 

11. NOTAMS will be issued to warn other air uses of the activities at GBAR 

12. Detailed weather forecasts will be provided so adverse towing conditions can be 

predicted. 

13. Separate areas will be defined for rigging, queueing, launching and landing to 

ensure no conflicts. 

14. Daily briefings will be held to disseminate safety information to all participants. 

15. An Emergency Response Plan has been created to assist in the management of 

any incident that may result in injury. 

 

Task Flying Risks 

A Safety Committee will be appointed. It will include competitors, the Meet Director and 
the Safety Director. 
 
An effective system will be adopted such that the Safety Committee can communicate 
with the Safety Director.  If a member of the Safety Committee is unable to 
communicate with the Safety Director or other members of the committee then they 
cannot be part of the committee.  If any time during a task a report comes in from 
pilots on course regarding safety it must be passed to the Safety Director for their 
consideration. 
 
Please note that although there is a Safety Committee and director, the question 
whether it is safe to continue flight and where to land is the sole responsibility of the 
pilot. 
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Emergency Response Plan 
 

The following guidelines have been established to assist the Meet Director, Safety Director 
and Launch Manager in effectively responding to an emergency. They should consider 
delegating responsibilities to competent individuals and take the following actions in the 
event of an accident: 
 
Liability – Under no circumstances should you admit any fault or liability to any 
person. 

Meet Director/Safety Director/Launch Manager role in an emergency 

1. Take command at the scene until relieved by a higher trained medical person. This 
prevents confusion and enables the incident to be tackled quickly and methodically. 
It also prevents multiple calls to the emergency services.  

2. Immediately suspend towing operations.   
3. Remove further danger to the casualty, yourself and others. 
4. Utilise staff First Aid trained personnel such as aerotow coaches to provide 

assistance until the Emergency Services arrive. 
a. Although it is essential not to waste time, it is extremely important to assess the 

injuries so that precise information can be relayed to the Emergency Service who 
can then decide which form the rescue will take – ambulance or helicopter. 

5. Call Emergency Services on 999 if deemed necessary 

a. The location information to give for the airfield(s) is printed on the rear of the 
signalling bats. 

b. Key words to use on the call are “Fall from Height” for a flying incident. 
c. Assign people to go to road access points and guide arriving emergency services 

to the incident location. Ensure everybody involved in this has each others mobile 
phone numbers so situation updates can be relayed. 

d. Ensure the route to the incident for Emergency Services is clear of obstructions. 
e. If the incident is a serious one: 

○ Record, but do not disturb equipment. Photograph it in situ. The Police may 
impound it in some circumstances, so record its state as soon as possible. 
Often, when equipment was a possible cause, it had been packed away before 
an experienced investigator had had a chance to look at it (vital information can 
be gained from studying the equipment as it looks immediately after an 
incident). 

○ If there has been a fatality or serious incident the Police will notify next of kin. 
In lesser cases notifying family or friends indicates a responsible attitude and 
can help to avoid acrimony and the pursuit of liability claims. 

○ Inform the BHPA immediately on 0116 289 4316. Do not leave messages 

but go through the list until you can talk to someone in person. Very serious 
incidents will need the support of experienced BHPA officials, for example in 
liaising with the relatives, press, police, CAA and any other organisations 
concerned, and where appropriate, in undertaking a Formal Investigation. 

f. Do not resume flying operations until the Safety Director has decided it is 
appropriate to do so. 
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6. If the emergency services are not coming, or the accident does not warrant their use: 
a. If necessary arrange for the casualty to be taken by road to the A&E at Kettering 

General Hospital. 
b. If it is not necessary for them to go to A&E, remove the casualty to a safe place 

and ensure somebody is assigned to look after them. 
c. If equipment failure could be the cause of the incident ensure it is photographed 

in situ before being moved to a safe location. 
d. Flying can resume as soon the casualty and any equipment involved (.e.g. hang-

gliders) have been moved to a safe place. 
7. Investigate the accident and complete the GBAR Incident Information Collection 

Form and ensure that at a later date a BHPA Incident Report Form is submitted 
online. 

8. Use the GBAR Incident information Collection Form – Incident Details to gather 
key information and collect names and contact details of witnesses including 
bystanders if possible.  Issue the GBAR Incident Information Collection - Witness 
Information Form to any witnesses. 
a. A serious incident requiring further investigation needs information from several 

sources to build up a picture of what really happened. Sometimes bystanders are 
better witnesses because they describe exactly what they saw rather than 
interpret what happened using their own flying experiences. 

b. Have witnesses write down what they saw or heard. A more accurate picture will 
emerge from individual reports of what happened rather than group consensus. 
It is usual for statements to conflict; these should be resolved only when drawing 
conclusions about an incident not when gathering information about it. 

Dealing with the media (BHPA recommendations) 

Very often the media in any of its forms is on the scene very soon after the incident. 
 
Aggressive and leading questions may be posed at a time when defences are down and 
those involved may be in various stages of shock. Under these circumstances statements 
and comments may be made which could be misquoted, or subsequently damage the 
image of the sport or create difficulties for any subsequent investigation. 
 
Faced with such a situation it is best to provide a short statement such as: 
 

“I can tell you that X has suffered a fatal/serious injury and has 
been taken to hospital and the Police and/or the BHPA have been 
informed. An inquiry may be carried out by the Association but for 
further details you should contact our Press Officer through the 
BHPA office." 
 
They should then be directed to the Police Information Centre where a Press Release is 
usually available within a very short time

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Deenethorpe+Airfield,+Corby,+UK/Kettering+General+Hospital,+Rothwell+Road,+Kettering,+UK/@52.4521761,-0.7357009,12z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x48779a9e7c3145d9:0x5f9f63bca46d6d90!2m2!1d-0.589879!2d52.5010559!1m5!1m1!1s0x48779e532acc600f:0xf180508bafbb27b5!2m2!1d-0.7423501!2d52.4020264
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Deenethorpe+Airfield,+Corby,+UK/Kettering+General+Hospital,+Rothwell+Road,+Kettering,+UK/@52.4521761,-0.7357009,12z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x48779a9e7c3145d9:0x5f9f63bca46d6d90!2m2!1d-0.589879!2d52.5010559!1m5!1m1!1s0x48779e532acc600f:0xf180508bafbb27b5!2m2!1d-0.7423501!2d52.4020264
https://contact.bhpa.co.uk/
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Appendix 1-Hang Glider Aerotow Checklists - Comprehensive & Critical 

There will be two sets of checks performed before launch.  The first set of checks will be an extensive 

checklist (The Comprehensive Checks), completed with the help of a Marshal.  These are performed when 

the pilot is ready and waiting, they should be done with at least 5 minutes to go before their turn.  These 

checks should be completed slowly and methodically with no pressure, they are extensive and thorough 

hence ‘Comprehensive’.  If these checks are interrupted the pilot should consider starting the checklist from 

the start to avoid anything important being skipped.  If something is found to be wrong then the pilot will 

not lose their place in the queue but will move aside to give way to the next pilot who should be ready. Once 

completed the HG pilot can then wait for the next available tow line.   

 

When connected to the tow line and before launch the pilot needs to complete one final set of checks (The 

Critical Checks) before taking off.  This is a quick set of checks to make sure nothing has changed or has 

been missed now they are attached to the tow line.  It is also to ensure the launch area is clear and nothing is 

on approach that may cause a hazard. 

 

It is important to note that the pilot is responsible for the checks, Marshals are just assisting and verifying 

that the checks have been made. 

 

If a pilot is not ready to start their checks in time, the Launch Manager may ask the pilot to join the back of 

the launch queue. 
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Hang Glider Aerotow - Comprehensive Checks 
 
The pilot is responsible for checks.  The Marshal is there to support and confirm all checks have 
been made according to this checklist.  They are to be completed in slow time and distractions 
should be avoided. 
 
Instructions to Marshal:  

1. Go through the checklist below with the pilot in the order it is presented.  
2. Any interruptions - start again.   
3. All checks must be made before pilot can advance to launch.  
4. When all checks have been completed, inform Launch Manager of pilot’s name and 

readiness.  
5. Any problems contact Launch Manager 

 

Checklist - Questions/Actions:  

1. Have you paid for your tow?  (If not inform Launch Manager) 
2. Have you checked your Glider? 
3. Is your tracker on board? 
4. Are you happy with the Trolley? 

a. tyres? 
b. keel support? 
c. hand holds? 
d. base bar seating?  
e. glider wheels clear of saddles? 

5. Is your helmet secure? 
6. Ask pilot to perform Hang Check while you observe.  Hang Check should include: 

a. Hang strap Carabiner/Connection check? 
b. Leg Loops? 
c. Chest Buckles? 
d. Parachute - handles and pins ok? 
e. Zips and cords ok and will not snag (especially at harness boot)? 

 
7. Is Tow Bridle free of all restrictions and free of knots? 
8. Simulate tow line and ask pilot to perform release check 

a. Check clearance from the bar? - The pilot, in prone, check that there is adequate 
clearance above the bar and any ancillary equipment.  

b. Check the bridle is securely attached to the upper part of the harness under the 
shoulders (some harnesses have two connection points one for a winch one for 
aerotowing). 

c. Simulate a release and check and ask the pilot if he is happy with the release? 
9. Are VG/Flaps set and pull cord clear and secure, away from trolley? 
10. Are your instruments and electronics secure and turned on? 
11. Do you want a Wing runner? 

a. Ensure pilot has briefed wing runner if using one. 
 

Once all the above checks have been completed and the pilot is happy, they are ready to move 

into position for launch.  When they become first in the launch queue and a tow line becomes 

available, with the necessary clearance, they can be connected to the tow line.   
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The Critical Checks must then be completed before launch under the direct supervision of the 

Launch Marshal or their delegated responsible person.  
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Critical Checks - completed immediately prior to launch 
 
While the pilot is ultimately responsible for all pre-flight checks, the Marshal (overseen by the 
Launch Marshal) will ensure the process detailed below is followed prior to launching: 
 

1. Check weak link is in good condition and pilot is happy it matches their weight requirement. 

2. Check tow rope is clear of bar and no knots are visible. 

3. Connect the tow line to the bridle. 

4. Look at Bridle - Base Bar - VG - Trolley - Launchway is clear 

5. Wait for pilot’s “Take up” followed by “stand by” signal and relay to the tug pilot 

6. Check the wheels are straight 

7. Check that wind and weather conditions are suitable for launch. 

8. Check for air traffic and clear launching area, when clear announce to HG pilot “all clear in 

front, above and behind” 

9. Wait for HG pilot “All Out” signal 

10. Communicate commands to the tug pilot via the Launch Marshal who will be using the 

chosen comms mechanism (radio or signal bats). 

11. Clear Runway of trolley to avoid any undue hazards, re-position trolley to the launch queue. 

 
 
Commands should be: Take up, Stand by, All Out and Stop (ideally they should be repeated 
three times to avoid any confusion) eg “stand by - stand by - stand by”.  The all out should 
be continuous until the HG pilot is out of the trolley. 
 
A Stop will indicate you (the pilot) wish to abandon the launch and following such an event the 
launch sequence must start from the beginning of the Critical Checks. 
 
REMEMBER, as the pilot of a Hang Glider, YOU are responsible for checking everything! A 
Marshal is only an assistant and a second pair of eyes. Attention to detail is paramount. 
Should there be any problem that you did not catch, you must take responsibility for your 
own safety! Releasing is the only way to abort a tow! 
 
The Launch Marshal and bat signallers should monitor the launch as it happens and be prepared 
to issue the STOP, STOP, STOP signal should in their judgement the launch need be stopped. If a 
Stop call is issued by anyone it should be immediately relayed to the tup pilot.  Consideration should 
be given to the fact that any stop call could exacerbate a hazardous situation. 
 
One final important check is for the Launch Marshal to confirm Tow Log Keeper has details of Tug 
and pilots. 
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Appendix 2-Weak Links  

The weak links that will be used during the Aerotow Revival will be English Braid R cord 

(https://www.englishbraids.com/r-cord) which are 16 braid, high tenacity polyester. The material is 

designed for a maximum lifespan and standard breaking load, as described in the manufacturer's datasheet 

and tested on numerous occasions by various aerotow clubs (most recently by Malverns Aerotow Club).  

Although clubs use different weak link material the English Braid is the one most widely used.  The 

Aerotow Revival Organisation has purchased the weak link material and will provide it for the tow lines 

during the competition.  Only this material is allowed to be used on the pilot end of the tow lines.  If pilots 

wish to use an additional weak link in their bridle or release mechanism it is their personal choice and they 

will be solely responsible for its suitability.  An additional weak link within the bridle is not a requirement 

of the BHPA technical manual.  This is a practice that is used overseas where there isn’t a pilot weak link 

within the tow line. 

 

 

 

Weak links are traditionally towed with 

two fisherman knots as illustrated in the 

image.   

 

A new weak link should be fitted to the 

pilot end of the tow line at the 

beginning of each day.   

 

Where possible (and with the tug 

owners agreement) the top ⅓ of a 

plastic bottle will be fitted to protect the 

weak link from potential damage that 

could be caused by it being dragged on 

the runways.   

 

There will be three values of weak links used for towing different loads: light (75kg), standard (75-150kg), 

heavy/tandem (>150kg).  The guideline weights which have been approximated are based on the Technical 

Manual guidelines are listed below.  It is up to the pilot to decide which weak link they are happy to use.  

The pilot must remember to check the correct one is fitted to the tow line before committing to launch. 

 

 
 

The weak links on the tug side of the tow line, to protect the tug from over stress is the responsibility of the 

tug owner. 

 

  

https://www.englishbraids.com/r-cord
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Appendix 4-Reported Safety Concern Log 

(to be completed by the Safety Director or appointee) 

Date/Time Reported By Concern and any actions taken Date/Time 
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Appendix 5-Daily Tug and Towline Check Log Date: 

To be completed by Tug Pilot responsible for the tug prior to operating each day. 

Completed checklist to be passed to Tug Director as soon as possible. 

Club Name / Item Owner  
 

Tug Registration/Type  
 

Item Time  Comments Signature of checker 

Tug  
Pre-flight  
Inspection 
 
 

   

Tow lines 
checked 
 
 

   

Weak link 
Tow line - tug end 
 changed 
 

   

Release 
Mechanism  
Tug end Checked 
 
 

   

Fuel Level    

Additional notes 
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Appendix 6-Daily Trolley Check Log Date: 

To be completed by Launch Marshal for ALL trolleys prior to towing each day 

Completed checklist to be passed to Launch Manager as soon as possible. 

Item Owner/Club  
 

Trolley Number  
 

Item Time  Comments Signature of checker 

Trolley  
-wheel rotation 

   

Trolley  
-tyre pressure 

   

Trolley 
-glider hand holds  

   

Trolley 
-saddle integrity 

   

Trolley 
-tail support 

   

Other 
 
 
 

   

Additional Notes 
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Appendix 7-Incident information Collection Form – Incident Details 

 

Use this form to collect information on site before completing a BHPA online BHPA Online 
Incident Report Form.   Provide the following information for the incident investigation:  

 

Time/Date:_____________________________________                                                                                            

 

Location:______________________________________   

 

Nature of Incident (check all that apply): 
 

o Injury Pilot o Injury Spectator o Property Damage o Non-Injury 

o Fatal o Hospital Visit o Hospital Overnight o Immediate Care 

o Flying o Non-Flying o Hang Glider o Solo Pilot 

o Aerotowing o At Launch o On Landing o XC 

o Mid-Air o Aerobatics o Parachute Thrown  

 

Persons Injured: 
 

Name: Name: 

Address: Address: 

  Phone:   Phone: 

Email: Email: 

Injury Description: 
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 

Injury Description: 

 
  

https://contact.bhpa.co.uk/
https://contact.bhpa.co.uk/
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Incident Collection Form (Continued) – Pilots Involved 

 

Name: Name: 

Address: Address: 

Mob Phone: Mob Phone: 

Email: Email: 

BHPA #: BHPA #: 

 

 

 

Witness Name Tel Number Witness Form issued Form Returned 
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Appendix 8-Incident Information Collection - Witness Information Form 

 

Witness Information 

Name:  

Address:  

 

Mobile Number:  

Email:  

Please tick all that apply: 

● Saw Incident ● On site ● Saw Just Before ● Saw Just After ● o Saw Pilot Setting Up 

● Saw Pilot Launching ● Saw Pilot Landing ● Spoke to pilot before ● Attended to pilot ●  
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I (witnessed) personally saw, heard, and/or observed the following: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Continue overleaf if required) 

 
Date:  Witness Signature: 

Notes 


